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The windsurfer fin provides most of the 'lift' force opposing the side force produced by  the sail,

the performance of the windsurfer being extremely sensitive to that of its fin.

  This thesis compares both theoretical and empirical data with the existing theories of

windsurfer fin design and operation. There are three main areas considered by the report ; a

global model of the operation of a windsurfer as a whole, prediction of fin performance using

theoretical methods, and experimental work using towing tank testing.

  The global model of the windsurfer assumes a steady state 'typical' sailing situation, the

feasible results produced reinforce the assumptions made. The fin is found to be highly loaded

through resisting most of the sail side force, and is the source of approximately one quarter of

the total drag.

  Two distinct approaches are considered ; Classical aerofoil theory and a numerical flow

modelling program called 'PALISUPAN'. Both methods are used to predict the performance

of computer generated fins, as well as a selection of manufactured fins. These give similar

trends and values for lift and drag, both slightly over-estimating the slope of the lift curve.

  The tank test lift and drag results obtained correlate reasonably well with the theoretical

values calculated. The drag values are predicted with higher accuracy by the program

'PALISUPAN' at the lowest board speed tested. As board speed is increased a transition from

laminar to turbulent flow is thought to be observed. The drag values obtained at the higher

speeds are most accurately predicted by the classical aerofoil theory.

  Overall the theoretical and experimental methods used in the project appear to confirm the

views currently held on the effects of design upon the hydrodynamic performance of windsurfer

fins.
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Nomenclature

4 Global Model

Aerodynamic Forces :

AR : Aspect  ratio

B : Boom length

CD : Drag coefficient

CDi : Induced drag coefficient

CDo : Form drag coefficient

CL : Lift coefficient

DS : Sail drag parallel to apparent wind

FL : Aerodynamic vertical lift

FS : Total aerodynamic force

FSF : Aerodynamic side force

FS1 : Aerodynamic forward force

FS2 : Aerodynamic force perpendicular to advance

h : Height above sea level

M : Mast length

SA : Sail area

VA : Apparent wind velocity

VS : Board advance velocity

VT : True wind velocity

w : Wind speed

x : Sail righting lever

â : Apparent wind angle

ã : Rig heel

åA : Aerodynamic drag angle

ë : Leeway or yaw angle

ñA : Air density

Hydrodynamic forces :

b : Chine beam

CF : Skin friction drag coefficient

CL' : Prandtl correction drag coefficient

CLo : Vertical lift coefficient for planing flat plate

CV : Froude number based on chine beam

DB : Board drag

DF : Fin drag



FVL : Vertical board lift

LF : Fin horizontal 'lift'

lm : Mean wetted length

N : Normal force

Rn : Reynolds number

á : Yaw angle

ô : Trim angle

õ : Kinematic viscosity

5 Classical Aerofoil Theory

ao : Theoretical 2-D lift slope

A : Plan area , Constant 

AR : Aspect ratio

b : Span

B : Constant

c : Chord length

C : Centre of circle in z-plane

CD : Drag coefficient per unit span

CDo : Form drag coefficient

CL : Lift coefficient per unit span

CLo : Two dimensional lift coefficient

CP : Pressure coefficient

d : Distance from circle centre r to point on profile

D : Drag per unit span

Di : Induced drag

F : Force on submerged body

L : Lift per unit span

p : Local pressure

q : Local flow speed

r : Radius of circle entirely within the profile

R : Radius of circle in the z-plane

Rn,x : Reynolds number based on length of plate

Ro : Centre of circle in the z-plane

v : Free stream flow speed

v' : Effective free stream velocity

w : Complex potential

w(y) : Downwash velocity

X : Real part of force on submerged body

y : Distance along span



Y : Imaginary part of force on submerged body

z : Circle plane for conformal mapping

zo : Centre of circle in z-plane

á : Angle of attack

Ã : Circulation

Ão : Circulation at root chord

äá : Rotation of lift vector

æ : Aerofoil plane for conformal mapping

è : Argument of complex number

Ë : Rake angle

ñ : Fluid density

6 PALISUPAN

 a : Minor ellipse axis

Ai : Area of ith panel

AT : Total foil plan area

b : Major ellipse axis

c : Chord length

CD : Drag coefficient

CL : Lift coefficient

CP : Pressure coefficient

Dij : Dipole influence coefficient

F,FT : Body force

Fpress : Pressure body force

Fvisc : Viscous body force

nj : Unit normal outward vector from panel surface

N : Number of panels defining panel surface

r : Distance from point of consideration to integration point on S

S : Surface

SB : Body surface

Sij : Source influence coefficient

SW : Wake influence coefficient

v : Disturbance velocity

vt : Local velocity at panel centroid

v4 : Specified inflow velocity at the panel centroid

Wik : Wake influence coefficient

x1 : Leading edge position

x2 : Trailing edge position

ã : Rake angle



ä/än : Partial derivative normal to surface

ì : Dipole strength

ó : Source strength

ö : Potential

öi : Potential at centroid of panel



1 Project Aims

The overall aim of the project was to investigate the existing theories of windsurfer

design and operation through both theoretical and experimental approaches.

More specifically the objectives were ;

(i) To produce a simple global model of a windsurfer operating at steady state

under 'typical' conditions in order to show the relative importance of each

component upon overall performance.

(ii) To model the hydrodynamic operation of the fin through classical aerofoil

theory and  by the use of a numerical flow simulation technique, investigating the

influence of various foil geometries upon performance.

(iii) To test in a towing tank a selection of fins, investigating the effects of fin

geometry upon performance and comparing the results obtained with those from

the theoretical models.
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2 Introduction

Windsurfing is a relatively new sport, originating in the late 70's, and has advanced

rapidly in terms of both equipment technology and technique. Initially emphasis was placed on

developing the most obvious components , the board and the rig, but after ten years of large

advances in these areas a consensus on conventional design was reached, with further

improvements being refinements rather than innovations. This led to interest into the design of

the fin or skeg which was previously thought of as simply a means of keeping the board

directionally stable. However the importance of the fin in resisting nearly all of the side force

exerted by the rig was then recognised. Hence a windsurfer is now thought of as a system

consisting of three equally important components: the board, the rig and the fin.

The rapid development of the sport and the windsurfers well known susceptibility to

fashion led 'technology' resulted in a very diverse evolution of equipment, with some very

dubious products and apparent theories being accepted as 'the latest thing'. However, the

science behind windsurfing is now more established and advances are generally made using

universally accepted theories.

The fin provides a good example of this type of development, with 'football', 'fenced',

'winged' and 'fore-' fins made from materials ranging from wood through perspex to aluminium

being left only as a source of humour in the 'ten years ago' column of the magazines. Now,

however, the fin is generally of composite or polymer construction with the design following

fairly consistent ideas dependant on the type of sailing envisaged, the board and rig used and

the size and ability of the sailor.

There are three main areas of windsurfing commonly known as 'wave', 'slalom' and

'course racing'. Wave sailing, is where the board is used to ride and jump waves breaking on

the beach. This style of sailing is very demanding on the fin, with many sudden changes of

direction requiring strength and control to be its most important attributes. The fin must,

however, provide enough lift to enable the sailor to make headway back upwind after riding

the waves. Slalom sailing derives from a form of racing whereby an off-wind slalom course is

set on relatively flat water. Here the emphasis is on speed and the fin is designed to reduce drag

whilst producing enough lift to resist the side force of the largest sail manageable. Course board

sailing requires that the board must perform well on all points of sailing including beating to

windward. The types of fin generally used for these styles of sailing are most easily recognised

through their plan shapes,as shown in figure 1.1 .
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 Figure 1.1

Since the conditions under which a wave fin would normally operate would be very

difficult to simulate the project concentrates on the slalom and course type fins.The importance

of fin design  can be illustrated by the following points;

(i) The sailing characteristics of a board may be altered so much by the type of fin used

that 'Chameleon' boards are now available whereby fin selection enables one board to be

used in the very different environments of wave and flat water sailing,

(ii) An experienced sailor will be able to 'feel' the effects of extremely small changes to

the fin design.

   

Despite the obvious and accepted importance of fin design there is still a certain amount

of mystique surrounding the subject, enabling less scrupulous manufacturers to shroud their

products in meaningless terminology. This project attempts to produce an overview of fin

design and its effect upon overall board performance.
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3 Literature Survey

3.1 Background

Literature specifically concerned with windsurfer operation and design is very

uncommon, only three papers written at Exeter (1,2,3) and a rather dated collection of papers

for the R.I.N.A. small craft group (5) being found by the author. The Exeter papers investigate

the effects of fin flexibility, geometry and surface finnish upon sailboard performance and

manoeuvrability and were used for initial estimates of fin performance. Articles from the

monthly published windsurfing magazines 'Windsurf' and 'Boards' (4) provided information on

the views held by the windsurfing fraternity on fin design, although these publications are not

aimed at an academic audience and are hence not very technical.

3.2 Global Model

The global model was constructed using the methods used for sailing yachts (7,11) with

estimations of the actual sailing geometry being made using photographs found in the

windsurfing magazines and also 'on the water' observations. Data for the 'Whiplash' rig (8) gave

an approximation to the windsurfer rig, board hydrodynamic performance being predicted using

small planing craft theory (9,10,13).

3.3 Classical Aerofoil Theory

Since the fin is effectively a foil acting as a lifting surface, the fluid dynamics literature

containing lifting surface theories could be used to model the operation of the fin

(10,12,14,15,16). Classical aerofoil theory is well documented, giving both theoretically and

empirically determined data concerning the design and operation of lifting foils (17,24).

3.4 PALISUPAN

The theory, methods and use of PALISUPAN are explained in the thesis of the

programs author (18), with reports detailing its application to specific problems providing

information concerning the accuracy of the results obtained (18,19,21).
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Figure 4.1

4 Global Model

Initially it was thought that an estimate of the relative forces acting upon the fin and

other components of the windsurfer would be desirable a suitable starting point.

The literature available on the subject of windsurfing is very limited and no estimates

of these forces were found,  hence a model of the windsurfer as a whole was constructed in

order to obtain a  'feel' for the loadings involved. The first model assumed a single situation that

would be commonly  encountered in 'everyday' sailing.

4.1 Simple Global Model

The methods outlined by Wellicome (12) were followed making assumptions as to the

operation of the windsurfer (often from 'on the water' observations) to give illustrative if not

highly accurate estimates of the forces involved as a basis for further work. The aerodynamic

and hydrodynamic forces were considered separately and then equated to give equilibrium. The

overall problem is shown schematically in figure 4.1 .
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Figure 4.2

4.1.1 Aerodynamic Forces

The aerodynamic geometry in the horizontal plane is as given below;

Where; FS : Total aerodynamic force

LS : Sail lift acting at 90o to the apparent wind

DS : Sail drag acting parallel to apparent wind

åA : Aerodynamic drag angle

VA : Apparent wind speed

VS : Board advance speed

â   : Apparent wind angle

ë   : Leeway or Yaw angle

6



Figure 4.3

Total Aerodynamic Force ;

This acts at an angle of   (90 - â + åA)  to the line of advance.

Therefore, for an upright rig ;

The force acting along the line of advance,

And the force acting perpendicular to the advance line,

Allowing for Rig Heel ;

Let the angle of rig heel be ã ;

Vertical lift due to FS2 : FL = FS2 Sin ã

Side force due to FS2       : FSF = FS2 Cos ã
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Hence ; Total aerodynamic forward force       =  FS1

Total aerodynamic side force              =  FSF

Total aerodynamic vertical lift force   =  FL

Now ;

Where ;

Where ; SA = Sail area

ñA = Air density

Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.5

Assumptions ;

Assuming a wind speed of 20 kts. on a beam reach with a board speed of 20 kts. at a

leeway angle of 5o (reasonable assumptions from sailing experience) ;

ie/ Course angle = 90o

VT  = 20 kts. = 10.3 ms-1

VS = 20 kts. = 10.3 ms-1

 

Therefore ; 

VA = 14.6 ms -1

And ;   

Since windsurfer rig data is unavailable, values for the similar, high aspect, fully

battened rig of 'Whiplash' were used ;

This gives values of ; CL ~ 1.6

Cd ~ 0.25

åA ~ 9o

Giving ;            90 - â - åA = 54o

9



Assuming a sail area of ; SA = 5.5 m2 

And taking ; ñA = 1.23 kgm-3

Gives ; LS ~ 1150 N

And ; DS ~ 180 N

Hence total aerodynamic force ;

FS = 1160 N

And total forward force ;

FS1 = 680 N

Also ;

FS2 = 940 N

Graph 4.1
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Assuming a rig heel angle of ã ~ 10o (from windsurfing photographs)

Gives total vertical lift force ;

FL ~ 160 N

And total sail side force ;

FSF ~ 925 N

4.1.2 Sailor Righting Moment

The righting moment opposing that produced by the sail is provided by the bodyweight

of the sailor. In order to validate the assumptions made above the righting moment provided

by the average sailor was equated to that produced by the sail.

Reasonable mast and boom lengths for a 5.5m2 sail are ;

Mast length : M = 4.6m

Boom length :   B = 1.8m

A rough estimate of the centre of effort of a 'typical' windsurfer rig may be taken as ;

35% of the mast height from the foot 

30% of the boom length from the mast

Again using photographs of windsurfing the rig was seen to be raked back by approximately

50o from the vertical in a 'normal' sailing stance.

Hence ;

Where ; x = Sail righting lever  (see figure 4.6)
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Assuming ;

(i) The average sailor has a mass of approximately 80 kg with a centre of

gravity at about 1.1m from the feet,

(ii) The normal stance is a straight body at approximately 45o to the horizontal,

(iii) An average boom height is approximately 1.2m

(iv) The rig is heeled to windward by approximately 10o, as before.

(again these assumptions are based on photographs and sailing experience)

Gives the geometry shown in figure 4.7 overleaf.

Taking moments about the mast foot for equilibrium ;

This is close to the value obtained in section 4.1.1 and indicates that the assumptions

made are acceptable.

Figure 4.6
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4.1.3 Hydrodynamic Forces

Board Vertical lift ;

Using the Stevens Institute formula for the vertical lift coefficient of a planing flat plate

(23) ;

Where ; ë = lm / b

lm : Mean wetted length

b : Chine beam

ô : Trim angle

O b s e r v e d

values of mean wetted length are known to be approximately 1.0m and from offset

measurements taken from a fairly standard slalom board this corresponds to a wetted area of

approximately 0.40m2. Hence a value of 0.4m may be taken for the average chine beam.

ie/ lm ~ 1.0m

b ~ 0.40m

Figure 4.7
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Giving ; ë = 2.5

         CV = 5.2

        CLO~ 0.02 ô 1.1

Now, assuming ;

(i) Average sailor weight : 85kg ~ 840 N

(ii) Average board weight : 10kg ~ 100 N

(iii) Average rig weight :   7kg ~ 70 N

                 All-up weight = 1010 N

The vertical lift force from the rig has already been calculated as 160 N,

Hence ;

Vertical lift required from board ~ 850 N

Giving ;

CLO = 0.0391

And  thus ;

    ô ~ 2o

Fin Lift and Drag ;

Taking the values of CL and Cd for a blade fin of area 0.02m2 and at  5o yaw angle from

Chiu et al. (1) gives ;

Cd ~ 0.03

CL ~ 0.48

Fin Lift (side force) ; LF ~ 520 N

Fin Drag ; DF ~ 30 N

Board Lift and Drag ;

Initially these were estimated using the previously calculated figures together with the

conditions of equilibrium for lift and drag.

For side force equilibrium ;

 Sail Side force = Fin Side force + Board Side force

ie/ Board Side force = 410 N

14



For equilibrium along the line of advance ;

Sail Forward Force = Fin Drag + Board Drag

ie/ Board Drag = 650 N

15



4.2 Simple Velocity Prediction Program

A FORTRAN velocity prediction program has been written, based on the global model

described in the previous section,  where the advance speed is varied until the calculated forces

reach equilibrium in the direction of advance. The program was named 'SURF3.FOR' and can

be found in Appendix A.

The program includes a reanalysis of the rig data and consists of six subroutines ;

4.2.1 Rig Data Reanalysis

A revised value of the sail lift coefficient of 1.5 was assumed in order to allow for  mast

rake and rig heel and the effect of mast rake upon the sail drag coefficient calculated.

5.5m2  Sail upright ; Aspect Ratio, AR = 4.62 / 5.5

      = 3.8

5.5m2 Sail, 50o rake ; AR = (4.6Sin40o)2 / 5.5

      = 1.6

Now, induced drag (17) ;

And total Drag (17) ;

Where ; CDo : Form drag

Now for the upright sail ; CD ~ 0.3

And ; CDi ~ 0.19

Giving ; CDo ~ 0.11

For the raked sail ; CDi ~ 0.45

Therefore ; CD ~ 0.56

On inputting these values to the program the board speed calculated was found to be

very high and on inspection the sail side force was seen to be greater than that which the

average sailor could counterbalance. This was found to be due to the fact that the wind velocity
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profile was not taken into account when considering sail size.

Assuming the wind velocity profile to obey the fifth power law (10) ;

Where ; w : wind speed

h : Height above sea level

The reference height is 10m for the Beaufort scale (7) ;

ie/ h1 = 10m

Therefore ;

If we have an equivalent of 10.3ms-1 over the effective height (allowing for the mast rake) of

3.0m, then ;

Giving ; w1 = 15.7ms-1

     ~ 31 kts.

ie/        Force 7

For this wind speed a 5.5m2 sail would overpower an average sailor, a more realistic sail size

being approximately 4.0m2. Hence the sail area used in the program is 4.0m2.

  

4.2.2 Subroutine 'INPUT'

All of the assumed values are input via a file named 'SURF3.DAT', enabling each to be

easily altered. The sensitivity of the model was investigated by systematically varying each

parameter, the results of this investigation being included in Appendix B.
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4.2.3 Subroutine 'AERO'

The aerodynamic forces acting on the sail are calculated here using the same method

as used in section 4.1.1.

4.2.4 Subroutine 'WINDAGE'

The windage of the sailor is taken into account by approximating the sailor to an

elliptical cylinder with a drag coefficient of 0.80 (10) and an area exposed to the wind of

0.65m2 (7). The resultant force acting in the apparent wind direction is then resolved into

sideforce and drag components.

4.2.5 Subroutine 'TRIM'

The Stevens Institute formula is used to find the board trim angle. The method set out

in section 4.1.3 is followed and then the calculated trim angle multiplied by a factor of three in

order to allow for the effects of a non-rectangular board planform and the presence of tail

rocker (tail lift).

4.2.6 Subroutine 'HYDRO'

The board drag is calculated as the sum of friction and pressure drag. The friction drag

is calculated using the I.T.T.C. skin friction formula (12) ;

Where ; Reynolds number based on wetted length,

õ : Kinematic viscosity of salt water

   ~ 1.19 x 10-6 m2s-1

The pressure drag is calculated by resolving the vertical lift required from the board into

the normal pressure force and the drag using the trim angle calculated in subroutine 'TRIM' ;

18



Where ; DB : Board drag

          FVL : Vertical lift required from board

 N : Normal force

The fin lift and drag are then calculated using the values of CL and CD from section 4.1.3

and finally the board lift is calculated from the sideforce equilibrium requirement ;

Board Lift + Fin Lift = Sail Sideforce + Windage Sideforce

4.2.7 Subroutine 'OUTPUT'

The assumed parameter values are written to a file named 'SURF3.OUT' together with

the calculated results. The results of the program are included in section 8.1 .

Figure 4.8
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4.3 Refinements to the Velocity Prediction Program

4.3.1 Variation of True Wind Direction

Alterations to the program 'SURF3.FOR' were then made so as to vary the true wind

direction ã, producing data for a polar velocity diagram. Values of ã between 55 and 125

degrees only were considered due to the fact that the model (especially with respect to sail data

) became inapplicable outside this range. The program ('SURF4.FOR') and the results obtained

are included in Appendix C, the velocity polar obtained being shown in figure 4.9 ;

4.3.2 Calculation of Fin Lift and Drag

Alterations were then made enabling the fin Lift and drag coefficients to be calculated

from the leeway or yaw angle. The board lift is calculated by assuming that it provides

approximately 10% of that generated by the fin (3). The yaw angle is varied until the sideforce

equilibrium condition is satisfied. Again the true wind direction is varied to give a polar velocity

diagram, however the model becomes unstable for true wind directions outside the range of 70

< ã < 130 degrees.

The fin lift coefficient is calculated using the Prandtl correction to the ideal lift coefficient (24)

;

Figure 4.9
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Where ; AR : Aspect ratio

   á : Yaw angle

The effective aspect ratio used is double the geometric ratio due to the reflection at the

board surface (11). A  NACA 0009 foil section is assumed, giving a profile drag coefficient of

(17) ;

which is assumed to remain constant in the considered range of yaw angles.

The induced drag is calculated assuming an elliptical planform from (24) ;

Hence ;

The program ('SURF6.FOR') and the results obtained are included in Appendix D. The

velocity polar produced by this data is shown in figure 4.10 overleaf ;
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Figure 4.10
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Figure 5.1

5 Classical Aerofoil Theory

The windsurfer fin is analogous to a single aeroplane wing rotated through 90 degrees

and so the extensive theory available from aeronautical studies is directly applicable, hence the

use of 'aerofoil' theory. The fin is effectively half a symmetrical wing with a wall (the board) at

the root chord. This gives exactly the same aerodynamic coefficients and effective aspect ratio

as the full wing. However, as the span and the area are both half the values of the

corresponding wing, the geometric aspect ratio is also half that of the symmetric wing since

aspect ratio is given by the relation ;

 Hence the fin may be considered to be a full wing with an effective aspect ratio of twice

the geometric aspect ratio.

5.1 Fin Geometry

The nomenclature applied to fin geometry is shown in figure 5.1 ;

Where ; c : Root chord length

t : Maximum foil thickness

b : Span

A : Plan area

Ë : Rake angle

       AR : Aspect ratio = b2/ A

23



7.2 Forces on the Fin

The two most important forces acting on the fin are lift and drag. Lift is the force

analogous to the force supporting an aircraft, but in the case of the windsurfer fin this force acts

in a horizontal direction perpendicular to the streamflow, opposing the sideforce generated by

the sail. The lift force is generated by the motion of the fin through the water, the drag force

directly opposing the motion of the fin through the water.

Both lift and drag may be thought of as acting through a fixed point with respect to the

fin together with a 'pitching' moment about this point. Again the term 'pitching' moment is

misleading since the name comes from aeronautical origins and acts in yaw in the case of the

windsurfer fin. However, a study of this moment was not carried out as part of this project due

to time considerations.

7.3 Transition, Separation and Stall

The flow within the boundary layer may be either laminar or turbulent with possibly a

short transitional flow region in between the two states. The flow may also be either attached

or separated, laminar boundary layers separating more easily than in the case of turbulent flow.

A sharp leading edge may lead to a laminar leading edge 'bubble' of separation with subsequent

reattachment of the boundary layer. The effects mentioned are shown in figure 5.2 ;

The foil section may be designed to give specific pressure distributions in the normal

working state to obtain suitable lift and drag coefficient characteristics. Pressure gradients in

the boundary layer govern both transition and separation, neither occurring where the pressure

gradient is falling in the flow direction, or 'favourable'. Both are triggered where pressure is

rising in the flow direction , ie/ where an 'adverse' pressure gradient is present.

Figure 5.2
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The pressure distribution across a typical foil section is shown in figure 5.3 (12) ;

 

 

Where ; CP : Pressure coefficient

 

 p : Local pressure

po : Free stream pressure

 ñ : Fluid density

 v : Free stream flow speed

 q : Local flow speed

The suction surface CP falls from the stagnation value of 1.0 ( ie/ q = 0 ) at the nose to

a pressure minimum at between 60 and 75% of the chord length from the nose. From this point

the pressure rises towards the free stream value of CP = 0 ( ie/ q = v ), with the adverse

pressure gradient becoming severe enough to trigger separation just before the trailing edge.

The boundary layer may remain laminar up to the point of minimum pressure when transition

occurs almost immediately as the pressure starts to rise.

As the angle of attack is increased beyond the design range a sharp pressure minimum

develops near to the nose (figure 5.4, point A). This initially causes transition to move rapidly

towards the leading edge accompanied by a rise in drag. Ultimately the pressure gradient

between A and B becomes severe enough to force the separation point rapidly to the leading

edge resulting in a loss of lift, ie/ the foil 'stalls'.

Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.4
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5.4  Two-Dimensional Foil Characteristics

Initially the simplified two dimensional foil is considered. This theory is directly

applicable to very high aspect ratio fins or foils joining two large parallel walls such as is the

case for most foil section wind tunnel tests.

5.4.1 Lift and Drag Coefficients

Consider The Bernoulli equation, excluding the buoyancy term ;

Where ;  p : Local pressure

po : Free stream pressure

 q : Local flow speed

 v : Free stream flow speed

 ñ : Fluid density

The non-dimensional pressure coefficient is defined as ;

For a two dimensional section, lift per unit span ;

Hence the non-dimensional lift coefficient is defined as ;

Similarly the non-dimensional drag coefficient is used ;
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The lift and drag coefficients vary with the angle of attack and a plot of CL , CD and

(Lift / Drag) against the angle of attack is often used to describe the aerodynamic

characteristics of a foil section (see figure 5.5). The lift coefficient rises almost linearly with

angle of attack until it reaches a maximum when the section stalls. The gradient of the linear

section of the plot is often referred to as the lift slope of the section. The drag coefficient plot

is approximately parabolic for angles of attack below stall and has a minimum value at a low

lift coefficient. Since the foil sections of windsurfer fins are symmetrical they have symmetrical

lift and drag curves with no lift and minimum drag at zero angle of attack.

It is desirable to maximise lift whilst keeping drag as low as possible. Drag may be reduced

through a reduction in fin area, but this will require an increase in angle of attack in order to

retain lift with the associated risk of stall. The optimum operating condition for a given foil is

at an angle of attack corresponding to maximum (Lift / Drag) ratio.

Figure 5.5
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5.4.2 Theoretical Lift Slope

The mathematical technique of conformal mapping (24) may be used to model the flow

around an aerofoil section with that around a cylinder. The simplest class of aerofoils produced

in this manner are those formed by applying the Joukowski mapping to circles in the z-plane

which pass through or close to the two singular points, z = ± 1 ;

   A circle in the z-plane centred on the real axis passing through z = -1 is applicable in

the case of a windsurfer fin since it produces a symmetrical foil about the real axis in the æ-plane

(see figure 7.6).

A uniform flow at  an incidence of  á is then superimposed upon the circle of radius R

together with a vortex of circulation Ã to give the complex potential ;

Figure 5.6
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Applying the Joukowski transform (24) gives the following flow around the aerofoil ;

The circulation is then defined using the Kutta condition (24) which states that there

must be a finite velocity at the trailing edge, ie/ at z = -1.

Therefore ;

Substituting for ;

Gives ;

ie/

The force on a body may be calculated using the Blasius theorem (24) which gives an

expression for the conjugate of the force on a fully immersed body as ;

This expression is of the form ;

Hence, by Cauchy's residue theorem, any two contours enclosing the same poles will yield the

same result for the integral.
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At large distances from an obstacle at z = 0 the complex potential can be expanded in

Laurent series form as ;

Where A and B are constants.

Hence ;

Applying the Blasius theorem to a large circular contour  z = Reiè gives ;

And ;

Using Cauchy's residue theorem ;

For a closed body that cannot enclose any net source strength, Re{A} = 0 and hence

the force is perpendicular to the onset stream.

The circulation around the contour is given by ;

Therefore , using Cauchy's residue theorem ;

ie/
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Hence, from (2) ;

This is known as the Kutta-Joukowski  theorem and may be interpreted as a lift force normal

to the onset flow veiá of ;

The circulation  around the aerofoil is the same as that given by (1) for the circle, ie/

Therefore ;

Where ; c : Foil chord

Within the operating range of most foils á is small so that ;

Giving ;

Since for thin foils c ~ 4R , the theoretical lift slope, ao, is given by ;
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5.4.3 Variations in Foil Shape

The shape of the aerofoil produced by conformal mapping may be altered by changing

the position of the circle in the z-plane or by using transforms other than that of Joukowski.

The trailing edge can be ;

(a) A cusp, as in the Joukowski profile,

(b) A point with distinct tangents (Karman-Treffts, Von Mises),

(c) Rounded (Carafoli). 

The nose of the profile may be rounded off by causing the circle to pass through a point further

away from the point z = +1.

If R is the circle radius, C its centre and c is the chord of the profile ,defined as the

longest line which can be drawn to join any two points on the profile (see figure 5.7), then the

following properties apply (24) ;

(i) c $ 2R $ 1/2 , ie/ the diameter of the circle cannot exceed the chord nor be less

than half the chord.

(ii) The whole profile lies entirely within a circle centre C and radius 2R, the

thinner and flatter the profile becomes the closer it approaches this circle. The

extreme case is the flat aerofoil which becomes a diameter of the circle .

(iii) if r is the radius of a circle which lies entirely within the profile and d is the

distance of its centre from an arbitrary point on the profile, then

 

Figure 5.7
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From (i) we have ;

And from (3) ;

If the circle r is chosen such that it exactly fits the profile at the leading edge we have

;

Where D is the remainder of the chord ;

Thus from (iii) ;

And therefore ;

Or ;

Figure 5.8
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 Hence, ao increases with the radius r, showing that as the leading edge becomes thicker and

more rounded, ao increases above its theoretical minimum value of 2ð. However, it can be seen

from (4) that the maximum value of 4ð cannot theoretically be exceeded.

Most windsurfer fins have thin foil sections with  ao . 2ð and so the theories discussed

in this section serve only to indicate that an increase in foil thickness should lead to an increase

in lift coefficient.

5.4.4 Drag

The drag of a two dimensional aerofoil is termed the profile drag, CDo , consisting

mainly of drag due to skin friction, but also of drag due to the shape of the aerofoil or form

drag. Skin friction arises because of viscous effects which cause the boundary layer to cling to

the surface of the aerofoil and, although it is always present, may be reduced by keeping the

surface smooth and by reducing its area. Form drag occurs because of the lowered pressure in

the wake and can be almost eliminated by shaping the foil to reduce the wake to negligible

proportions, ie/ by streamlining the foil section. However form drag will become significant at

higher angles of attack even for streamlined foils.

The drag on a foil operating under conditions comparable with those experienced by

a windsurfer fin may be approximated by ignoring the form drag and using the skin friction

equations obtained by Blasius for one side of a flat plate (17) ;

Where ; Rn,x : Reynolds number based on the length,x of the plate

Much work has been carried out in this field and many alternatives to these equations are

available in the literature (10,15,16,17,24).

However, use was made of the extensive experimentally obtained foil data (17,25) for

estimates of drag, approximating actual fin foil profiles to 'standard' profiles, such as the 

NACA series foils, when necessary.
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5.5 Three Dimensional Effects

5.5.1 Lifting Line Theory

This is the simplest three dimensional wing theory and is based on the concept of the

lifting line, whereby the wing is replaced by a straight line. The circulation about the wing is

replaced by a vortex filament lying along the straight line with strength varying proportionally

to the local lift intensity. The Helm-holtz theorem states that a vortex filament may not

terminate in the fluid so the variation of vortex strength along the wing is modelled through

superposition of a number of horseshoe shaped vortices as shown in figure 5.9 ;

The portions of the vortices lying along the wing span are known as bound vortices,

those extending downstream to infinity are known as trailing vortices. Under conditions of

positive lift the trailing vortices induce a downward velocity component known as 'downwash'

at and behind the wing. The effect of the downwash is to change the relative direction of the

flow over the section. The effective rotation of flow gives a decrease in the angle of attack and

hence in lift coefficient. There is also a corresponding rotation of the lift vector to produce a

drag component opposing motion. This drag component is known as 'induced drag' and is

proportional to the square of the lift since the lift vector rotates and increases in magnitude

simultaneously.

Figure 5.9
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Where ;    äá : Rotation of lift vector

w(y) : Downwash

Since äá is small ;

5.5.2 Optimum Spanwise Loading

It can be shown that the lift and induced drag on the aerofoil are (24) ;

Where ; b : Wing span

y : Distance along the span

Ã : Circulation strength

It is found that for minimum induced drag the downwash should be constant across the

span and this is found to be the case when an elliptical spanwise lift loading is used (24). 

Figure 5.10
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Hence, from (5) and (7) the lift is given by ;

ie/

Where ; A : Plan area

Using lifting line theory the downwash turns out to be (24) ;

Figure 5.11
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5.5.3 Effect of Aspect Ratio

The lift and drag coefficients of a three dimensional wing are calculated from those of

the two dimensional section values through use of Lanchester-Prandtl wing theory (24),

relating lift slope reduction and induced drag to the aspect ratio of the wing.

Using (9) and (10) ;

Now, aspect ratio ;

Therefore ;

And since ;

Then ;

Hence, for a three dimensional wing drag is given by ;

The lift coefficient is obtained by assuming that each foil section behaves two

dimensionally in the effective free stream velocity v' and that the lift slope is approximately

linear for angles of attack below stall.
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ie/ ;

Where ; ao : Two dimensional lift slope

á : Angle of attack to actual free stream velocity v

Using (11) gives the Prandtl formula;

Or, taking the theoretical lift slope of 2ð derived in section 5.4.2 ;

Where ; CLO : Two dimensional lift coefficient

5.5.4 Effects of Planform and Rake

As stated in section 5.5.2 the optimum loading for an aerofoil is elliptical, which

corresponds to an elliptical planform if a constant foil section is used across the span.

Deviations from this optimum result in an increase in induced drag and a decrease in theoretical

lift slope. Methods are available which enable calculation of the magnitude of these effects (17),

however the project considers classical aerofoil theory as applied to elliptical planforms only.

This theory is used as a 'yard-stick' to compare with other theoretically and experimentally

obtained data. 

The presence of rake or sweepback can similarly reduce the lift slope and increase

induced drag if the wing is swept back via a rotation about the root, thereby decreasing the

aspect ratio. However, if the sweep back is obtained using a shearing transformation of the

planform, keeping the aspect ratio constant, classical aerofoil theory does not predict any

change in lift or drag.  Recent research has , however, suggested a reduction of induced drag

using the latter method of raking a wing (26).
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6  PALISUPAN

6.1 The Program

The PALISUPAN (PArallel LIfting SUrface PANel ) code was originally written to

model the flow interactions between a ships propeller and rudder, but is easily applied to other

flow problems. Use is made of a lifting surface panel method for inviscid, incompressible,

irrotational steady state flow, with the lifting surface and wake panels being evenly divided

amongst the available transputers of a parallel computer. A brief summary of the theory of the

method is given in section 6.2, with the reader being directed to reference (20) for a more

detailed account.

The program was used for the purpose of this project with two main aims in mind;

(i) To use computer generated elliptical fins to investigate the effects of the

variation of such parameters as aspect ratio and rake,

(ii) To provide a theoretical estimate of the performance of existing fins for

comparison with tank test and classical aerofoil theory data.

After the fin geometry is defined the structure of the program enables both the angle

of attack and the free stream velocity to be easily varied. Yaw angles of up to 15o were used

as this was thought to be a similar range to that encountered when sailing. The simulation of

the operation of the elliptical computer generated fins used a flow velocity of approximately

15ms-1 since this corresponded to the board speed obtained using the velocity prediction

program outlined in section 4 . The existing fins were also modelled using this flow velocity,

and also at speeds corresponding to those used in the towing tank tests (see section 7).

6.2 Theory Outline

The lifting surface panel method used approximates the full Navier-Stokes equation,

assuming that the flow is inviscid, incompressible, irrotational and satisfies the Laplace potential

equation ;

Where ; ö : Disturbance potential

A quantity satisfying the Laplace equation may be written as a source and a normal

dipole distribution integrated over the bounding surface S . The disturbance velocity is defined

as the difference between the local velocity at a point and the free stream value and is given by

;
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Where ö may be written as ;

Where ; SB : Surface of the body

SW : Trailing wake sheet

 r  : Distance from the point of consideration from the    

        integration point on the surface

              ä / än : Partial derivative normal to the local surface

 ì : Dipole strength

 ó : Source strength

The boundary conditions for the disturbance potential are ;

(i) The Laplace equation is satisfied by the velocity potential everywhere outside

of the body and wake,

(ii) the disturbance potential due to the body is zero at infinity,

(iii) There is no normal component of velocity on the body surface,

(iv) The Kutta-Joukowski condition of a finite velocity at the body trailing edge is

satisfied,

(v) The trailing wake sheet is a stream surface with no pressure differential across

it .

The program solves for disturbance potential numerically through discretisation of the

lifting surface. Numerical discretisation gives the potential at the centroid of the panel as ;

Where ; v4 : Specified inflow velocity at the panel centroid

nj : Unit normal outward vector from the panel surface
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Sij : Source influence coefficient of a unit strength panel

Dij : Dipole influence coefficient

      Wik : Influence of the constant strength wake strip extending 

                  to infinity

The Kutta condition that there is no pressure differential at the trailing edge is then used

to give the following equation which is then solved iteratively to give Dij , Sij and Wik and hence

öi ;

To obtain practical engineering information from the surface potential integration a

numerical differentiation is carried out, giving the local velocity vt at the panel centroid. Hence

the local non-dimensional pressure coefficient CP may be found from ;

The integration of the pressure distribution over the N panels defining the body surface allows

the total body force F to be evaluated as a vector sum ;

Where ; Ai : Area of ith panel

From this both lift and drag coefficients may be evaluated ;

Where ; AT : Total foil plan area
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An estimate of the viscous skin friction force acting on a lifting surface can be found

by using the panels surface velocity and its distance from the leading edge to estimate the skin

friction coefficient CF in terms of local Reynolds number. Combining the viscous and pressure

contributions gives the total force FT acting on the body ;

ie/

6.2.1 Boundary Condition

The boundary condition used is that of a reflection plane at the root chord of the fin,

ie. that no flow occurs across the water plane. The assumption that the free surface is a flat

plane was thought to be acceptable since the board forms a flat plane at the root chord and also

because the waves produced by a windsurfer were thought to be predominately produced by

the board rather than by the fin.

6.3 Running PALISUPAN

6.3.1 Input File

The input file defines the problem and consists of three main parts ;

(i) The problem parameters,

(ii) The fin geometry,

(iii) The wake geometry.

An example of an input file is given in Appendix E with a description of the structure of the file

being found in reference (20) .The fins are defined with Cartesian coordinates in the directions

shown in figure.1 ;

Figure 6.1
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The geometry of the fin is defined by several chordwise sections through the foil. The

section data is given as a number of points starting at the trailing edge, through the leading

edge and then back to the starting point. The program uses these points to form a set of

parametric cubic splines which are then used to define the panels. 

The number of panels in both chord and span-wise directions and the distribution of

panel size are defined in the input file. The number of panels in span-wise and chord-wise

directions were set at 17 and 25 or 26 respectively , these values being taken from previous

applications of the program using similar geometries (20). Variations in the number of panels

in both directions produced no significant change in the results obtained, unless the number of

chord-wise panels was changed from an odd to an even value or vice versa (see section 6.5).

The distributions of panel size used were a uniform span-wise distribution and a sinusoidal

distribution giving smaller panels at the leading edge for the chord-wise direction. This catered

for the increased curvature at the leading edge of the windsurfer fin.

The effect of the board is simulated through the use of a reflection plane in the x-y

directions at z = 0, with the free stream velocity set in the x direction. The yaw angle is

produced by rotating the fin geometry about the z axis, with the wake being defined as a flat

sheet trailing the fin for approximately one to two chord lengths. A numeric expression then

accounts for the remaining wake trailing to infinity.

6.3.2 Program Output

The output of the program is in the form of non-dimensionalised force components due

to both pressure and viscosity and in order to give the lift and drag coefficients the two

components in the relevant direction are summed and then divided by the fin plan area. The

panel geometry together with the local pressure coefficients can be down-loaded into a file

named 'PANEL' enabling visualisation programs to give graphic representations of the fin shape

and pressure distributions

6.4  Generated Elliptical Fins

A FORTRAN program 'ELLIPSE1.FOR' was written to construct a PALISUPAN input

file for elliptically loaded fins of given area, span, angle of rake and foil section. Ten sections

are calculated, stopping just short of the fin tip due to the fact that PALISUPAN is unable to

accommodate a single point as an input section. At each section the leading and trailing edges

(x1 and x2 respectively) are found from the equation of an ellipse ;

Where a and b are as shown in figure 6.2 overleaf.
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Hence the chord length c is found from x1 and x2 and the offsets of the foil may be

calculated through data presented in reference (17) in terms of percentage of chord length. The

rake is constructed by shifting each section along the x axis by  z Tan(ã), where ã is the rake

angle (see figure 6.3 overleaf ).Producing the rake in this manner does not alter the aspect ratio

since both area and span remain the same.

The wake is then constructed using four nodes approximately half the root chord apart,

the first of which is this distance from the trailing edge of each section.

Figure 6.2

Figure 6.3
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PALISUPAN was used to simulate the flow around three sets of elliptically loaded fins ;

(i) Of area 0.02m2 and span 0.30m with NACA 0008 foil sections for angles of

sweep of  0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 degrees,

(ii) Of area 0.02m2 and zero angle of rake with NACA 0008 foil sections for spans

between 0.15m and 0.40m giving aspect ratios of  2.25, 4.00, 6.25, 9.00, 12.25 and

16.00,

(iii) Of area 0.02m, span 0.30m and zero angle of rake with the following NACA

foil sections ; 0006, 0008, 0008-34, 0010 and 0012.

All three sets of fins were simulated with a flow speed of 15.7 ms-1  and for yaw angles

of 0, 2, 5, 7, 10 and 15 degrees.

The program  'ELLIPSE1.FOR',  used to generate these fins is included in Appendix

J and the results obtained by PALISUPAN are presented in Appendix G.

6.5 Manufactured Fins

A selection of five fins supplied by Steve Cook of 'F-HOT FINS' were modelled using

the PALISUPAN program. The fins used are shown in Appendix F and are briefly described

below ;

(i) Blade 1 ; A reasonably high aspect slalom blade fin with a fairly standard foil

shape, a length of 26.2cm and a root chord length of 8.1cm,

(ii) Blade 2 ; A very high aspect blade fin with a sharp leading edge and maximum

thickness at about 40% of the chord from the leading edge. The length of this fin

is 29.5cm and it has a root chord length of 6.1 cm,

(iii) Blade 3 ; This fin is fairly similar to Blade 1 in planform with a length of

28.0cm and a root chord length of 8.9cm. However, the foil section has roughly

parallel sides between approximately 30 and 80% of the chord length from the

leading edge,
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(iv) Speed Fin ; A 'Dolphin' plan-form speed fin of lower aspect ratio with a

straight trailing edge, a length of 22.8cm and a root chord length of 11.3cm,

(v) Course Fin ; This fin is designed for use with a course board and has a length

of 40.5cm, a root chord length of 10.8cm and has a fairly straight trailing edge.

The fins were marked with a grid and the positions of each of the nodes, together with

the corresponding foil thicknesses were recorded using a flexible rule and a vernier gauge. The

foil thicknesses were then halved to give the offsets and an input file for use with PALISUPAN

produced from the data. The planform areas of the fins were then calculated using Simpsons

rule.

Simulation runs using PALISUPAN were carried out for yaw angles of  0, 5, 10, 12.5

and 15 degrees, with the flow speeds as used to tank test that particular fin (see section 7), as

well as at a value of 15.7ms-1 .

The approximation of the fin by PALISUPAN to a panelled shape causes the number

of chord-wise panels to affect the accuracy of the results produced. This is because an even

number of chordwise panels will give a foil section with a sharp leading edge, whereas a blunt

nosed foil results from an odd number of chordwise panels. Hence a qualitative estimation of

the 'fineness' of the leading edge of each fin was made in order to ensure that the PALISUPAN

model approximated the actual fin as closely as possible.

The result of the PALISUPAN runs for the five manufactured fins are included in

Appendix G.
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7  Tank Testing

In order to provide experimental data to give a comparison with the theoretical results

the performance of the fins provided by 'F-HOT FINS' was investigated using towing tank

testing. The tank testing was carried out in two tanks, the Lamont tank at the University and

the tank at the Southampton Institute of Higher Education. The Lamont tank has three main

disadvantages ; it is fairly small at 28m in length, it can only produce a maximum speed of

approximately 2ms-1  and it produced only drag readings at the time of testing. The S.I.H.E.

tank on the other hand is of reasonable size at 60m in length, can reach a relatively high speed

of approximately 4ms-1 and measures lift and drag directly by a computer logging system which

enables the results to be quickly plotted as the testing proceeds. However, use of the S.I.H.E.

tank was not guaranteed initially so a fair amount of testing was carried out in the Lamont tank

before the S.I.H.E. tank became available.

Even the maximum speed attainable in the S.I.H.E. tank of 4ms-1, or approximately 8

knots, is below the usual operating speed of a windsurfer, but despite this it was hoped that the

results obtained would be useful in providing a comparison between fins and in validating the

theoretical approaches used.

Despite the differences between the tanks the procedures used were very similar with

the same test rig being used for both tanks. Hence the details of the operation of both tanks will

be described together.

7.1 Test Rig

In order to simulate the normal sailing environment of the fin as closely as possible, the

aft 100cm of an actual windsurfer served as the test rig. This was attached to the tow post

using a fitting that allowed the rig to pitch freely but fixed the list angle at the desired value.

The dynamometry attached to the towing post enabled the drag force, and in the case of the

larger tank the horizontal lift force, to be measured. Counterweights lifting the towing post

together with the positioning of the attachment fitting at the front of the rig enabled the

planning attitude of a windsurfer to be simulated. Due to the increased hydrodynamic lift

produced fewer counterweights were required at the higher velocities.

The waterline length of the board was recorded through the use of a scale along both

sides of the rig, also providing a means of checking that the rig remained level in roll. The test

rig is shown schematically in figure 7.1 overleaf.
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Yaw angle adjustments were carried out by releasing the towing post clamps and

rotating the whole rig by the required amount.

7.2 Procedure

Initially the dynamometers would be zeroed and calibrated, these values being checked

as the testing progressed, and the water temperature also recorded. In order to obtain the

forces acting upon the fin only the testing consisted of two stages, first data was obtained for

the board only, with the recess for the fin covered with waterproof tape, then corresponding

runs were made with the fin in position. The force on the fin alone could then be obtained

through a simple subtraction.

Details of the runs made in each tank are given below and the results obtained can be

found in Appendix H.

7.2.1 Lamont Tank

Two fins only were tested in this tank ; the 'Speed fin' and 'Blade1' . Drag measurements

were taken for speeds of 0.50 to 2.00ms-1 in 0.25ms-1  increments at yaw angles of 0, 5, 10,

12.5 and 15 degrees. A relieving weight of 37 N produced a reasonable trim for all runs.

7.2.2 S.I.H.E. Tank

Tests were made on all five fins described in section 6.5 at speeds of approximately 2.2

and 4.1ms-1 , although the course fin was tested at the lower speed only due to the high side

forces produced by its relatively large area. An additional set of runs at approximately 3.2ms-1

were also carried out using the 'Blade1' fin. Yaw angles of up to 15 degrees were used ,

although the higher yaw angles would be omitted if the forces expected were greater than the

Figure 7.1
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dynamometers maximum operational loading. Selected negative angles of yaw were also used

to validate data obtained for positive values and to check that both lift and drag curves were

symmetrical. This also enabled a 'true zero' to be established for yaw angle. The following

relieving weights were used to give reasonable trim angles ;

Speed / ms-1 Relieving Weight / N

2.2 47

3.1 42

4.1 38
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8 Discussion of Results

 The results obtained by the project are summarised in the appendices, and are also broadly

discussed in this section.

8.1 Global Model

The results from the global model and velocity prediction programs (V.P.P.'s) enable

an estimate of the relative influence of the factors affecting the performance of a windsurfer

(see Appendices A, B, C and D). The results obtained by the V.P.P. 'SURF3.FOR'  using the

assumptions made in the global model  are shown below ;

Assumed Values

Sail CL

Sail CD

Sail area 

True windspeed

Course angle 

Rig heel 

Windage area

Windage CD

Wetted length

Mean beam

All up weight

Fin area

Fin CD

Fin CL

1.50 

0.54  

4.0m2

10.3ms-1

90o

10.0o

0.65m2

0.80

1.0m 

0.40m

1000 N

0.020m2

0.03 

0.48

Calculated Values

Board drag 

Fin drag

Windage drag

Board lift 

Fin lift

Windage sideforce

Total drag

Total lift

Sail forward force

Sail side force

Sail vertical lift force

Apparent wind angle, â

Trim angle

15.0ms-1

171 N

69 N

87 N

1109 N

60 N

328 N

1238 N

329 N

1238 N

218 N

34.5o

2.8o

The board speed of 15ms-1 or 29 knots calculated using a sail size of 4.0m2 in a force

7 wind on the beam would not be unattainable considering the fact that the model assumes flat

water and steady state conditions. This result lends weight to the assumptions made. 

The components of drag produced by the program show that although fin drag is

obviously important it is of a similar magnitude to windage drag and is less than half that of the

board. The importance of the fin in counteracting the sideforce of the sail is highlighted by the

large lift force produced by the fin. The trim angle of approximately 3o is of the order

encountered when sailing on very flat water, with the factor of three applied to the Stevens

Institute formula not substantially affecting the other results produced by  the program.
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The performance of a windsurfer  was  predicted to be sensitive to sail lift and drag

coefficients, indicating the importance of a well designed rig (see Appendix B). The effect of

sail size is found to be considerable, but that of all up weight is relatively small. This ties in with

the heavier sailors ability to hold a larger rig in a given wind strength and generally achieve a

higher speed. The angle of rig heel does not vary the predicted velocity markedly, although this

could be due to the fact that the model does not allow for the reduced efficiency and sail area

presented to the wind by the rig as it is heeled. Similarly windage drag coefficient and mean

beam do not appear to considerably affect the performance of the modeled windsurfer. The

board speed does increase with a shorter wetted length as expected, but an anomaly occurs at

a wetted length of approximately 0.4m when the speed drops suddenly by a factor of roughly

2 (see Appendix B). This is thought to be due to an instability in the model when the angle of

trim required to support the all up weight becomes very large. A similar phenomenon occurs

when sailing a windsurfer if the nose of the board is allowed to lift excessively, causing the

board to stall.

Surprisingly neither fin drag coefficient or area appear to alter the predicted board speed

dramatically, although reductions in both do lead to improvements in performance. 

The polar velocity programs produced (see Appendices C and D) show high speeds

attained as the wind moves from a beam reach  to a broad reach with the speed dropping

thereafter as expected. Speed is seen to drop markedly as the board is pointed further up to the

wind, as is the case when sailing a planing windsurfer.

The leeway angle estimated by the program 'SURF6.FOR' of approximately 6o for a

beam reach (see Appendix D) corresponds to sailing observations as does the fact that the

leeway angle appears to decrease as the wind moves aft. Due to the fact that various

assumption made are only applicable within certain apparent wind angles, the model becomes

unstable outside of a range of true wind directions between 70 and 130 degrees. This suggests

that results near the extremes of this range should be treated with caution.

8.2 Generated Elliptical fins

The results discussed here are included in Appendix G. As mentioned in section 6.4 the

method of producing a raked fin was such that no change in span was produced and hence the

variation of lift slope and drag values obtained with rake was not large. However, the lift slope

was reduced from a value of 0.08 degrees-1 to approximately 0.07 degrees-1 when the fin is

raked through 40 degrees. The drag values initially rise slightly with rake, then drop below the

unraked value as the fin is further raked to 40 degrees (see figures 8.1 and 8.2). The two

phenomena are unexplained by the theories considered in this project.

The classical aerofoil theory  predictions of lift and drag for the unraked fin (NACA

0008 foil section) are given below ;

ao =  2ð rad-1  . 0.11 degree-1
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Effective aspect ratio = 9.0

Now,

ie, Lift slope ;

Also ;
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Figure 8.1
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Figure 8.2
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Hence the following table may be constructed ;

Yaw Angle 

0

2

5

7

10

15

CL

0.00

0.18

0.45

0.63

0.90

1.35

CDi

0.000

0.001

0.016

0.022

0.032

0.048

CDO (17)

0.005

0.006

0.007

0.008

0.012

0.020

CD

0.005

0.007

0.023

0.030

0.044

0.068

PALISUPAN and classical aerofoil theory give similar values concerning lift, but the

drag coefficients are not in agreement, the classical aerofoil theory giving lower values at low

angles of attack and significantly higher ones as yaw angle increases (see figures 8.3 and 8.4).

The effect of aspect ratio on the lift coefficient predicted by PALISUPAN is as

expected, the lift falling with a decrease in aspect ratio. At low aspect ratios PALISUPAN

gives a higher prediction of the lift slope than does the aerofoil theory ;

For example, at AR = 2.25 ; Aerofoil theory gives ; ao. 0.06 degree-1

PALISUPAN gives ; ao. 0.04 degree-1

However, for high aspect ratios the two approaches produce similar results ;

For example, at AR = 16.0 ; Aerofoil theory gives ; ao. 0.10 degree-1

 PALISUPAN gives ; ao. 0.09 degree-1

The Classical theory used is more applicable to high aspect ratio wings and hence the

PALISUPAN  results may be the more accurate at lower aspect ratios (see figure 8.5).

However the shape of the panels used by PALISUPAN at these lower aspect ratios may have

become distorted and care must be taken with these results.

The drag coefficients produced by PALISUPAN for yaw angles above about 5 degrees

agree with aerofoil theory in as much that induced drag and hence total drag increases with

decreasing aspect ratio. However, the reverse of this is true at lower yaw angles, perhaps

because of the larger area presented to the flow in the case of the high aspect ratio resulting in

an increase in form drag (see figure 8.6).
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Figure 8.3
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Figure 8.4
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Figure 8.5
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Figure 8.6
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Variation of the foil section does not alter the lift coefficient markedly, as expected

since all of the foil sections used may be considered as thin foils. At higher yaw angles the

theory set out in section 5.4.2 appears to be verified, ie. that the thicker foils produce greater

lift. The drag coefficients produced are higher for the thicker foils due to  the greater form

drag, and the modified 8% chord foil section NACA 0008-34, with its wide point moved

further aft, producing substantially greater drag at higher angles of attack (see figures 8.7 and

8.8).

Figure 8.7
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Figure 8.8
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8.3 Manufactured Fins

8.3.1 PALISUPAN Simulation

The results discussed here are included in Appendix G. The lift coefficient predicted by

PALISUPAN for the five manufactured fins do not vary greatly with the inflow speed. The lift

characteristics obtained indicate that 'Blade1' and 'Blade3' behave in a similar manner as would

be expected due to their similar planforms and foil thicknesses. 'Blade2', with its higher aspect

ratio produces slightly more lift, whereas the 'Speed' fin with its relatively low aspect ratio and

its 'Dolphin' planform produces the least lift. Somewhat surprisingly the large 'Course' fin with

its relatively straight trailing edge produces the best results, although this fin is of a fairly high

aspect ratio.

The drag results predicted, although of a reasonable magnitude and exhibiting the

expected parabolic shape against yaw angle, do not appear to be accurate enough to distinguish

trends through the five fins. This could be due to the way in which PALISUPAN approximates

the foil through the use of panels. The effects of this are clear when the number of chordwise

panels is changed from odd to even.Other potential sources of error are the method of

measuring the input geometry of the fins and also the way in which PALISUPAN calculates

the corrections for viscous flow.Hence the (Lift / Drag) ratio results also show a fair degree

of scatter, although the general trends are as would be expected .

8.3.2 Lamont Tank Tests

A complete set of results are included in Appendix H(a),and are also discussed in this

section. Both of the fins tested in the Lamont tank exhibit approximately parabolic drag

coefficient variation with yaw, although the results show quite a high degree of scatter as the

speed is varied. However the variation of drag with speed is fairly uniform with free surface

effects perhaps being visible. The blade fin gives lower drag coefficients at higher yaw angles,

with both fins giving similar results at  lower angles.

Despite the fact that the drag results obtained using this tank show a fair agreement

with those predicted by PALISUPAN, the size and basic measurement equipment of this tank

are not thought to produce results which enable comparisons between different fins to be made.

8.3.3 S.I.H.E. Tank Tests

The results discussed here are included in Appendices H(b) and D. The lift produced

by the board in this series of tests was found to be negligible (see figure 8.9), probably because

the rig was held horizontal in heel. When sailing a windsurfer, however, the board is generally

'railed' slightly (ie. sailed with a few degrees of heel) to enable the board to produce

approximately 10% of the total lift.

The drag produced by the board was found to be approximately independent of yaw
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angle (see figure 8.10), producing about half the total drag at speed setting 500 (.2ms-1 ) up

to about 80% of the total drag at speed setting 900 (.4ms-1 ). Hence the same value of board

drag for each speed setting was subtracted from the total drag for all yaw angles when

calculating the fin drag.

When plotted against yaw angle the lift results show the expected linear section at low

angles of attack, followed by stall at between 10 and 15 degrees (see figure 8.11). The results

agree with the 'on the water' characteristics of the different fins. The 'Speed' fin, although

providing less lift, stalls at a high lift coefficient and angle of attack, equating to a higher degree

of control. The elliptical 'Blade1' fin produces more lift, with the higher aspect 'Blade2' fin

producing even more lift, with both fins stalling both earlier and more severely than the 'Speed

fin'. The elliptical 'Blade3' fin with its flatter sided foil shape appears to produce slightly more

lift than the similar 'Blade1' and also appears to stall less severely. However the tests were

carried out at a lower speed than would be normally encountered and it is thought that the

severe pressure recovery at the trailing edge of this foil would produce problems with flow

separation at higher speeds. The Large area of the 'Course fin' made it impractical to test this

fin up to stall, but the results obtained show a lift slope similar to that of  'Blade1'.

The drag values produced are also as would be expected, the blade fins producing less

drag than the dolphin planformed 'Speed' fin. 'Blade3' shows asymmetry in the drag curve,

probably due to a slightly asymmetric foil section. The results predicted by PALISUPAN

(section 8.2, figure 8.6) are reinforced by the fact that the high aspect ratio 'Blade2' fin gives

a higher drag coefficients than the lower aspect blade fins at lower angles of attack. The

'Course' fin produces the least drag at low angles of attack, probably due to the fact that its

maximum foil thickness is smaller than those of the other fins when compared to its chord

length and span (see figure 8.12).
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Figure 8.9
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Figure 8.10
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Figure 8.11
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Figure 8.12
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A lift slope of approximately 0.065 degree-1 is produced below stall for 'Blade1' at 2ms-

1, and assuming that this fin has a fairly elliptical planform, this value may be compared with

the values discussed in section 8.2 ;

a / degrees-1

S.I.H.E. Tank    0.065

Aerofoil Theory    0.090

PALISUPAN    0.080

The value obtained through tank testing can be seen to be lower than both theoretical estimates,

PALISUPAN predicting this value with higher accuracy than the aerofoil theory. This could

be due to the fact that neither theoretical approach takes into account the boundary layer next

to the board. This reduces the flow speed over the fin at the board and hence reduces the

amount of lift produced.

An increase in flow speed is seen to reduce the lift slope, perhaps due to a change in

flow regime from a laminar flow to a turbulent one (see figure 8.13). A significant drop in drag

occurs when the flow speed is increased from 2 to 3ms-1, but is not significantly changed for

a further increase to 4ms-1, reinforcing the assumption that the flow regime becomes turbulent

at a flow speed somewhere between 2 and 3ms-1 (see figure 8.14). Despite the fact that the

results used to compare the different fins were taken at a flow speed of 2ms-1 it is thought that

similar trends would appear at normal windsurfer operational speeds.

Approximating the foil shape of 'Blade1' to that of a NACA 0008 aerofoil section

enables comparisons to be made with the drag results discussed in section 8.2 . PALISUPAN

appears to reasonably follow the data for the lower flow speed of 2ms-1 with the aerofoil theory

apparently fitting the data obtained at the higher speeds, at least for lower angles of attack.

The ( Lift / Drag ) ratios obtained for the five fins show that the 'Course' fin operates

well at low angles of attack with the 'Speed' fin producing lower values at lower angles, but still

producing fairly high values at higher angles. The higher aspect 'Blade2' has a higher maximum

value than 'Blade1', although the former experiences a drop in performance that is both more

severe and occurs at a lower yaw angle. 'Blade3' gives quite a high maximum value, but this

falls dramatically as the angle of attack is increased. The maximum (Lift / Drag) ratio occurs

between 5 and 10o yaw for all five fins.

A comprehensive comparison of the results obtained is presented  in Appendix I.
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Figure 8.13
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Figure 8.14
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Figure 8.15
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Figure 8.16
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9  Conclusions and Further Study

The global model constructed has given an insight into the forces acting on a

windsurfer, showing that the fin is subjected to very high 'lift' forces, opposing approximately

90% of the side force produced by the sail. The drag force on the fin as predicted by the model

is less than expected, comprising only roughly a quarter of the total drag. The feasible results

produced lend credence to the methods used and the assumptions made in constructing the

model. However, the model is extremely simple and could easily be improved , particularly with

reference to the reanalysis of the sail data and the inclusion of a longitudinal moment balance.

Both PALISUPAN and classical aerofoil theory have been seen to slightly overestimate

the experimentally obtained lift slope with the PALISUPAN results proving to be the most

accurate of the two theoretical approaches considered. The PALISUPAN results could be

improved further through a study of the arrangement of panels over the fin and through the

simulation of the boundary layer at the board. The latter study could be easily carried out since

PALISUPAN is written to accept the simulation of  a boundary layer through the definition of

the inflow in the input program.

PALISUPAN predicts that rake produced by a translation of chord sections rather than

a rotation of  the fin about the root would only slightly alter the lift and drag coefficients of the

fin, although this result has not been investigated experimentally. PALISUPAN reinforces

classical aerofoil theory concerning variation of aspect ratio and foil section, although it

predicts an increase in drag for high aspect ratio fins at low angles of attack. The latter effect

appears to be verified by the tank test results. The effects of rake, aspect ratio and foil section

shape on the performance of elliptical planform fins could be investigated further through

additional tank testing.

Further study of the effects of different foil section shapes could be carried out using

boundary layer, momentum and displacement thickness theory as used by the code discussed

in reference (22) . Theoretical studies of the twisting of the fin under operational forces,

perhaps with respect to different constructions, would also provide more useful information (3).

The tank testing carried out reconfirmed the opinions commonly held on the expected

characteristics of existing fin types ; that high aspect elliptical planform 'blade' fins produce the

most lift, but stall earlier and more severely, and that lower aspect 'dolphin' planform fins give

less lift but aid control through a later and less severe stall. The large straight trailing edge

planform course fin was seen to perform well at the low speeds and yaw angles at which it was

tested, perhaps suggesting further testing of fins of a similar form. A more detailed investigation

into the lift and drag characteristics of a wider selection of manufactured fins should provide

more information on the operation of commonly used fins.

PALISUPAN appears to model quite closely the tank test derived drag characteristics
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at the lower speeds of up to around 2ms-1, but as the speed is increased to around 4ms-1 

classical aerofoil theory fits the experimental values more closely. An investigation into the

dependency of lift and especially drag coefficients upon speed could be carried out and use

could possible be made of other testing methods such as wind tunnel testing.

A source of further study as equally important and far reaching as that of fin

hydrodynamics would be a structural investigation into the construction, materials and

manufacture of windsurfer fins, possibly with the use of  finite element packages such as

'ANSYS'. The results of such an investigation would not only supplement any hydrodynamic

study but would also directly influence the results obtained by it through an understanding of

the deflections of the fin when subjected to operational loadings.

Overall the theoretical and experimental methods used in the project appear to confirm

the views currently held on the effects of fin design upon windsurfer operation. However, these

methods do not appear to be as sensitive to changes in fin design as an experienced sailor on

the water, but do offer the advantage of producing quantitative rather than qualitative results.
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Appendix A



PROGRAM  SURF3.FOR

C   STRUCTURED PROGRAM EQUATING FORWARD FORCE TO DRAG TO GIVE

C   BOARD SPEED

      REAL RHOW,RHOA,PI,CLS,CDS,EA,SA,VT,VS,VA,BETA,

     *FF,THETA,FVL,FSF,LM,B,WT,T,CDF,CLF,AF,LF,DF,

     *LB,DB,AW,CDW,WD,WSF,TD,TL

      OPEN(1,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\DATA\SURF3.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

C      OPEN(2,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\DATA\SURF3.OUT',STATUS='OLD')

      OPEN(2,FILE='LPT2',STATUS='OLD')

C  PHYSICAL DATA

      PI=3.141592654

      RHOW=1025.0

      RHOA=1.23

      CALL

INPUT(GAM,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,PI)

C  VARY BOARD SPEED

      VS=8.0

   10 VS=VS+0.01

      CALL AERO(VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,

     *RHOA,SA,GAM,PI)

      CALL WINDAGE(RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF)

      CALL TRIM(LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T)

      CALL HYDRO(VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF)

C  CALC TOTAL LIFT & DRAG TO OPPOSE SAIL FORCES

      TD=DB+DF+WD

      TL=LB+LF-WSF

      IF (ABS(TD-FF) .GT. 1.0) THEN

      GOTO 10



      ELSE

      CALL OUTPUT(VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,GAM,

     *FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF)

      ENDIF

      CLOSE(1)

      CLOSE(2)

      STOP

      END

      SUBROUTINE INPUT(GAM,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,

     *CDF,CLF,PI)

      REAL GAM,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,PI

C  READ IN ASSUMED VALUES OF : TRUE WIND DIRECTION

C  SAIL Cl,Cd AND AREA, TRUE WINDSPEED, ANGLE OF RIG HEEL,

C  SAILOR WINDAGE AREA AND Cd, BOARD WETTED LENGTH AND BEAM,

C  ALL UP WEIGHT, FIN AREA, Cd & Cl VALUES FROM EXETER

      READ(1,*) GAM,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF

C CONVERT TRUE WIND & HEEL ANGLES TO RADIANS

      GAM=GAM*2*PI/360

      THETA=THETA*2*PI/360

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE AERO(VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,

     *RHOA,SA,GAM,PI)

      REAL VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,RHOA,SA,

     *X,FS,DS,FS2,GAM,PI

C  CALC APPARENT WINDSPEED AND ANGLES

      BETA=ATAN((VT*SIN(GAM))/((VT*COS(GAM))+VS))

      VA=(SIN(GAM)/SIN(BETA))*VT

      EA=ATAN(CDS/CLS)



      X=(PI/2.0)-BETA+EA

C  CALC SAIL FORCES

      LS=0.5*CLS*RHOA*SA*(VA**2)

      DS=0.5*CDS*RHOA*SA*(VA**2)

      FS=SQRT((LS**2)+(DS**2))

C  CALC FORWARD AND SIDE FORCE

      FF=FS*COS(X)

      FS2=FS*SIN(X)

C CALC VERTICAL LIFT AND SIDE FORCE

      FVL=FS2*SIN(THETA)

      FSF=FS2*COS(THETA)

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE WINDAGE(RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF)

      REAL RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF,FW

C  CALC SAILOR WINDAGE

      FW=0.5*RHOA*CDW*AW*(VA**2)

      WD=FW*COS(BETA)

      WSF=FW*SIN(BETA)

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE TRIM(LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T)

      REAL LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T,Y,CV,L,LAM,CLO

C CALC TRIM ANGLE USING STEVENS FLAT PLATE FORMULAE

      LAM=LM/B

      CV=VS/SQRT(9.81*B)

      Y=(0.012*(LAM**0.5))+(0.0055*((LAM**2.5)/(CV**2)))

      L=WT-FVL

      CLO=L/(0.5*RHOW*0.37*(VS**2))

      T=(CLO/Y)**0.909

C  ALLOW FOR NON RECTANGULAR PLAN FORM ETC.



      T=T*3.0

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE HYDRO(VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF)

      REAL VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF,RE,CF,F

C  CALC BOARD DRAG

      RE=VS*LM/(1.19E-06)

      CF=0.075/((LOG10(RE)-2.0)**2)

      F=CF*0.5*RHOW*(VS**2)*B*LM

      T=(T/360)*2*PI

      DB=((WT-FVL)*TAN(T))+(F/COS(T))

C  CALC FIN LIFT AND DRAG

      LF=0.5*CLF*RHOW*AF*(VS**2)

      DF=0.5*CDF*RHOW*AF*(VS**2)

C  CALC BOARD LIFT AS RESIDUAL FOR EQUILIBRIUM

      LB=FSF+WSF-LF

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,GAM,

     *FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF)

      REAL VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,

     *SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,GAM

      WRITE(2,20) CLS,CDS,SA,VT,(GAM/(2*PI))*360,(THETA/(2*PI))*360

   20 FORMAT('1ASSUMED VALUES'//' SAIL Cl :        ',F10.2/

     *' SAIL Cd :        ',F10.2/' SAIL AREA :     ',F10.1/

     *' TRUE WINDSPEED :',F10.1/' COURSE ANGLE : ',F10.0/

     *' RIG HEEL :      ',F10.1)

      WRITE(2,25) AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF

   25 FORMAT(' WINDAGE AREA :   ',F10.2/' WINDAGE Cd :     ',F10.2/



     *' WETTED LENGTH : ',F10.2/' MEAN BEAM :      ',F10.2/

     *' ALL UP WEIGHT : ',F10.1/' FIN AREA :        ',F10.3/

     *' FIN Cd :          ',F10.3/' FIN Cl :          ',F10.3)

      WRITE(2,30) VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF

   30 FORMAT(//' CALCULATED VALUES '//' BOARDSPEED = ',

     *F17.1/' BOARD DRAG =',

     *F17.0/' FIN DRAG   =',F17.0/,' WINDAGE DRAG =',F15.0/

     *' BOARD LIFT =',F17.0/' FIN LIFT =  ',F17.0/

     *' WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =   ',F7.0)

      BETA=(BETA/(2*PI))*360

      WRITE(2,40) TD,TL,FF,FSF,FVL,BETA,(T/(2*PI))*360

   40 FORMAT(' TOTAL DRAG =  ',F15.0/' TOTAL LIFT =  ',F15.0/

     *' SAIL FWD. FORCE =     ',F7.0/' SAIL SIDE FORCE =     ',

     *F7.0/,' SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =',F7.0/' BETA =           ',F13.1/,

     *' TRIM ANGLE =     ',F13.1//)

      RETURN

      END
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Appendix C



PROGRAM  SURF4.FOR

C     VARIES TRUE WIND DIRECTION

      REAL RHOW,RHOA,PI,CLS,CDS,EA,SA,VT,VS,VA,BETA,

     *FF,THETA,FVL,FSF,LM,B,WT,T,CDF,CLF,AF,LF,DF,

     *LB,DB,AW,CDW,WD,WSF,TD,TL

      OPEN(1,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\FORTRAN\SURF4.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

C      OPEN(2,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\FORTRAN\SURF3.OUT',STATUS='OLD')

      OPEN(2,FILE='LPT2',STATUS='OLD')

      OPEN(3,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\FORTRAN\SURF4.OUT',STATUS='OLD')

C  PHYSICAL DATA

      PI=3.141592654

      RHOW=1025.0

      RHOA=1.23

      CALL INPUT(CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,PI)

      DO 50 GAM=1.222,3.142,0.087

C  VARY BOARD SPEED

      VS=8.0

   10 VS=VS+0.01

      CALL AERO(VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,

     *RHOA,SA,GAM,PI)

      CALL WINDAGE(RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF)

      CALL TRIM(LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T)

      CALL HYDRO(VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF)

C  CALC TOTAL LIFT & DRAG TO OPPOSE SAIL FORCES

      TD=DB+DF+WD

      TL=LB+LF-WSF



      IF (ABS(TD-FF) .GT. 1.0) THEN

      GOTO 10

      ELSE

      CALL OUTPUT(VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,GAM,

     *FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF)

      ENDIF

   50 CONTINUE

      CLOSE(1)

      CLOSE(2)

      CLOSE(3)

      STOP

      END

      SUBROUTINE INPUT(CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,

     *CDF,CLF,PI)

      REAL CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,PI

C  READ IN ASSUMED VALUES OF :

C  SAIL Cl,Cd AND AREA, TRUE WINDSPEED, ANGLE OF RIG HEEL,

C  SAILOR WINDAGE AREA AND Cd, BOARD WETTED LENGTH AND BEAM,

C  ALL UP WEIGHT, FIN AREA, Cd & Cl VALUES FROM EXETER

      READ(1,*) CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF

C CONVERT HEEL ANGLE TO RADIANS

      THETA=THETA*2*PI/360

      RETURN

      END



      SUBROUTINE AERO(VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,

     *RHOA,SA,GAM,PI)

      REAL VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,RHOA,SA,

     *X,FS,DS,FS2,GAM,PI

C  CALC APPARENT WINDSPEED AND ANGLES

      BETA=ATAN((VT*SIN(GAM))/((VT*COS(GAM))+VS))

      VA=(SIN(GAM)/SIN(BETA))*VT

      EA=ATAN(CDS/CLS)

      X=(PI/2.0)-BETA+EA

C  CALC SAIL FORCES

      LS=0.5*CLS*RHOA*SA*(VA**2)

      DS=0.5*CDS*RHOA*SA*(VA**2)

      FS=SQRT((LS**2)+(DS**2))

C  CALC FORWARD AND SIDE FORCE

      FF=FS*COS(X)

      FS2=FS*SIN(X)

C CALC VERTICAL LIFT AND SIDE FORCE

      FVL=FS2*SIN(THETA)

      FSF=FS2*COS(THETA)

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE WINDAGE(RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF)

      REAL RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF,FW

C  CALC SAILOR WINDAGE

      FW=0.5*RHOA*CDW*AW*(VA**2)

      WD=FW*COS(BETA)

      WSF=FW*SIN(BETA)

      RETURN

      END



      SUBROUTINE TRIM(LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T)

      REAL LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T,Y,CV,L,LAM,CLO

C CALC TRIM ANGLE USING STEVENS FLAT PLATE FORMULAE

      LAM=LM/B

      CV=VS/SQRT(9.81*B)

      Y=(0.012*(LAM**0.5))+(0.0055*((LAM**2.5)/(CV**2)))

      L=WT-FVL

      CLO=L/(0.5*RHOW*0.37*(VS**2))

      T=(CLO/Y)**0.909

C  ALLOW FOR NON RECTANGULAR PLAN FORM ETC.

      T=T*3.0

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE HYDRO(VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF)

      REAL VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF,RE,CF,F

C  CALC BOARD DRAG

      RE=VS*LM/(1.19E-06)

      CF=0.075/((LOG10(RE)-2.0)**2)

      F=CF*0.5*RHOW*(VS**2)*B*LM

      T=(T/360)*2*PI

      DB=((WT-FVL)*TAN(T))+(F/COS(T))

C  CALC FIN LIFT AND DRAG

      LF=0.5*CLF*RHOW*AF*(VS**2)

      DF=0.5*CDF*RHOW*AF*(VS**2)

C  CALC BOARD LIFT AS RESIDUAL FOR EQUILIBRIUM

      LB=FSF+WSF-LF

      RETURN

      END



      SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,GAM,

     *FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF)

      REAL VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,

     *SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,GAM

      WRITE(2,20) CLS,CDS,SA,VT,(GAM/(2*PI))*360,(THETA/(2*PI))*360

   20 FORMAT('1ASSUMED VALUES'//' SAIL Cl :        ',F10.2/

     *' SAIL Cd :        ',F10.2/' SAIL AREA :     ',F10.1/

     *' TRUE WINDSPEED :',F10.1/' COURSE ANGLE : ',F10.0/

     *' RIG HEEL :      ',F10.1)

      WRITE(2,25) AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF

   25 FORMAT(' WINDAGE AREA :   ',F10.2/' WINDAGE Cd :     ',F10.2/

     *' WETTED LENGTH : ',F10.1/' MEAN BEAM :      ',F10.2/

     *' ALL UP WEIGHT : ',F10.1/' FIN AREA :        ',F10.3/

     *' FIN Cd :          ',F10.3/' FIN Cl :          ',F10.3)

      WRITE(2,30) VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF

   30 FORMAT(//' CALCULATED VALUES '//' BOARDSPEED = ',

     *F17.1/' BOARD DRAG =',

     *F17.0/' FIN DRAG   =',F17.0/,' WINDAGE DRAG =',F15.0/

     *' BOARD LIFT =',F17.0/' FIN LIFT =  ',F17.0/

     *' WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =   ',F7.0)

      BETA=(BETA/(2*PI))*360

      WRITE(2,40) TD,TL,FF,FSF,FVL,BETA,(T/(2*PI))*360

   40 FORMAT(' TOTAL DRAG =  ',F15.0/' TOTAL LIFT =  ',F15.0/

     *' SAIL FWD. FORCE =     ',F7.0/' SAIL SIDE FORCE =     ',

     *F7.0/,' SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =',F7.0/' BETA =           ',F13.1/,

     *' TRIM ANGLE =     ',F13.1//)

      WRITE(3,45) GAM,VS

   45 FORMAT(F10.5'  ,  'F10.5/)

      RETURN

      END
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PROGRAM  SURF6.FOR

C     CALCULATES FIN Cl AND CDi FROM ANGLE OF ATTACK (LEEWAY

ANGLE)

C     AND VARIES TRUE WIND DIRECTION

      REAL RHOW,RHOA,PI,CLS,CDS,EA,SA,VT,VS,VA,BETA,

     *FF,THETA,FVL,FSF,LM,B,WT,T,CDF,CLF,AF,LF,DF,

     *LB,DB,AW,CDW,WD,WSF,TD,TL

      OPEN(1,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\DATA\SURF5.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

      OPEN(2,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\DATA\SURF.OUT',STATUS='OLD')

C      OPEN(2,FILE='LPT2',STATUS='OLD')

C  PHYSICAL DATA

      PI=3.141592654

      RHOW=1025.0

      RHOA=1.23

      CALL INPUT(CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,PI,AR)

      CLOSE(1)

      DO 50 GAM=0.873,2.787,0.087

C  VARY BOARD SPEED

      VS=8.0

   10 VS=VS+0.01

      IF (VS.GT.20) THEN

      GOTO   45

      ELSE

      CALL AERO(VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,

     *RHOA,SA,GAM,PI)

      CALL WINDAGE(RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF)

      CALL TRIM(LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T)

      CALL HYDRO(VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,



     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF,ALPH,CDFO,CDFI,AR)

      IF (ALPH.GT.14.99) THEN

      WRITE(*,*) ALPH,'>15.0'

      GOTO 45

      ELSE

C  CALC TOTAL LIFT & DRAG TO OPPOSE SAIL FORCES

      TD=DB+DF+WD

      TL=LB+LF-WSF

      IF (ABS(TD-FF) .GT. 1.0) THEN

      GOTO 10

      ELSE

C      WRITE(*,*) GAM,VS

      CALL OUTPUT(VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,GAM,ALPH,AR,

     *FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF)

      ENDIF

      ENDIF

      ENDIF

   45 WRITE(*,*) GAM

   50 CONTINUE

      CLOSE(2)

      STOP

      END

      SUBROUTINE INPUT(CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,

     *PI,AR)

      REAL CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,PI,AR

C  READ IN ASSUMED VALUES OF :

C  SAIL Cl,Cd AND AREA, TRUE WINDSPEED, ANGLE OF RIG HEEL,

C  SAILOR WINDAGE AREA AND Cd, BOARD WETTED LENGTH AND BEAM,

C  ALL UP WEIGHT, FIN AREA & ASPECT RATIO

      READ(1,*) CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,AR



C CONVERT HEEL ANGLE TO RADIANS

      THETA=THETA*2*PI/360

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE AERO(VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,

     *RHOA,SA,GAM,PI)

      REAL VA,VT,VS,BETA,EA,CDS,CLS,FF,FVL,FSF,THETA,RHOA,SA,

     *X,FS,DS,FS2,GAM,PI

C  CALC APPARENT WINDSPEED AND ANGLES

      BETA=ATAN((VT*SIN(GAM))/((VT*COS(GAM))+VS))

      VA=(SIN(GAM)/SIN(BETA))*VT

      EA=ATAN(CDS/CLS)

      X=(PI/2.0)-BETA+EA

C  CALC SAIL FORCES

      LS=0.5*CLS*RHOA*SA*(VA**2)

      DS=0.5*CDS*RHOA*SA*(VA**2)

      FS=SQRT((LS**2)+(DS**2))

C  CALC FORWARD AND SIDE FORCE

      FF=FS*COS(X)

      FS2=FS*SIN(X)

C CALC VERTICAL LIFT AND SIDE FORCE

      FVL=FS2*SIN(THETA)

      FSF=FS2*COS(THETA)

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE WINDAGE(RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF)

      REAL RHOA,CDW,AW,VA,WD,BETA,WSF,FW

C  CALC SAILOR WINDAGE

      FW=0.5*RHOA*CDW*AW*(VA**2)

      WD=FW*COS(BETA)



      WSF=FW*SIN(BETA)

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE TRIM(LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T)

      REAL LM,B,VS,WT,FVL,RHOW,T,Y,CV,L,LAM,CLO

C CALC TRIM ANGLE USING STEVENS FLAT PLATE FORMULAE

      LAM=LM/B

      CV=VS/SQRT(9.81*B)

      Y=(0.012*(LAM**0.5))+(0.0055*((LAM**2.5)/(CV**2)))

      L=WT-FVL

      CLO=L/(0.5*RHOW*0.37*(VS**2))

      T=(CLO/Y)**0.909

C  ALLOW FOR NON RECTANGULAR PLAN FORM ETC.

      T=T*3.0

      RETURN

      END

      SUBROUTINE HYDRO(VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF,ALPH,CDFO,CDFI,AR)

      REAL VS,LM,RHOW,B,T,PI,DB,WT,FVL,LF,CLF,AF,DF,

     *CDF,LB,FSF,WSF,RE,CF,F,ALPH,CDFO,CDFI,X1,AR

C  CALC BOARD DRAG

      RE=VS*LM/(1.19E-06)

      CF=0.075/((LOG10(RE)-2.0)**2)

      F=CF*0.5*RHOW*(VS**2)*B*LM

      T=(T/360)*2*PI

      DB=((WT-FVL)*TAN(T))+(F/COS(T))

C  CALC FIN LIFT AND DRAG

      ALPH=0.0

   15 CLF=(2*PI*ALPH)/(1+(2/AR))

      CDFO=0.007

      CDFI=(CLF**2.0)/(PI*AR)



      CDF=CDFO+CDFI

      LF=0.5*CLF*RHOW*AF*(VS**2)

      DF=0.5*CDF*RHOW*AF*(VS**2)

C  CALC BOARD LIFT AS 10% OF FIN LIFT

      LB=LF*0.10

      X1=(LB+LF)-(FSF+WSF)

      IF (ABS(X1) .GT. 1.0) THEN

      ALPH=ALPH+0.0001

      IF (ALPH.LT.15.0) THEN

      GOTO 15

      ELSE

      RETURN

      ENDIF

      ENDIF

      END

      SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,GAM,ALPH,AR,

     *FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF)

      REAL VS,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF,TD,TL,FF,FSF,FVL,BETA,T,PI,CLS,CDS,

     *SA,VT,THETA,CDW,AW,LM,B,WT,AF,CDF,CLF,GAM,ALPH,AR

      WRITE(2,20) CLS,CDS,SA,VT,(GAM/(2*PI))*360,(THETA/(2*PI))*360

   20 FORMAT('1ASSUMED VALUES'//' SAIL Cl :        ',F10.2/

     *' SAIL Cd :        ',F10.2/' SAIL AREA :     ',F10.1/

     *' TRUE WINDSPEED :',F10.1/' COURSE ANGLE : ',F10.0/

     *' RIG HEEL :      ',F10.1)

      WRITE(2,25) AW,CDW,LM,B,WT,AF,AR

   25 FORMAT(' WINDAGE AREA :   ',F10.2/' WINDAGE Cd :     ',F10.2/

     *' WETTED LENGTH : ',F10.1/' MEAN BEAM :      ',F10.2/

     *' ALL UP WEIGHT : ',F10.1/' FIN AREA :        ',F10.3/

     *' FIN AR :          ',F10.3)

      WRITE(2,30) VS,(ALPH/(2*PI))*360,DB,DF,WD,LB,LF,WSF

   30 FORMAT(//' CALCULATED VALUES '//' BOARDSPEED = ',

     *F17.1/' LEEWAY ANGLE =',F15.2/' BOARD DRAG =',

     *F17.0/' FIN DRAG   =',F17.0/,' WINDAGE DRAG =',F15.0/

     *' BOARD LIFT =',F17.0/' FIN LIFT =  ',F17.0/



     *' WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =   ',F7.0)

      BETA=(BETA/(2*PI))*360

      WRITE(2,40) TD,TL,FF,FSF,FVL,BETA,(T/(2*PI))*360,CDF,CLF

   40 FORMAT(' TOTAL DRAG =  ',F15.0/' TOTAL LIFT =  ',F15.0/

     *' SAIL FWD. FORCE =     ',F7.0/' SAIL SIDE FORCE =     ',

     *F7.0/,' SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =',F7.0/' BETA =           ',F13.1/,

     *' TRIM ANGLE =     ',F13.1/' FIN Cd =         ',F7.4/

     *' FIN Cl =         ',F7.4//)

      RETURN

      END





 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :        70.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              11.4

 LEEWAY ANGLE =          10.04

 BOARD DRAG =             143.

 FIN DRAG   =              54.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            85.

 BOARD LIFT =             113.

 FIN LIFT =              1128.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       55.

 TOTAL DRAG =             282.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1186.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        283.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1186.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   209.

 BETA =                    33.0

 TRIM ANGLE =               4.5

 FIN Cd =           .0409

 FIN Cl =           .8511



 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :        75.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              12.9

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           8.45

 BOARD DRAG =             149.

 FIN DRAG   =              53.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            92.

 BOARD LIFT =             122.

 FIN LIFT =              1224.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       59.

 TOTAL DRAG =             295.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1288.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        296.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1289.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   227.

 BETA =                    32.5

 TRIM ANGLE =               3.6

 FIN Cd =           .0310

 FIN Cl =           .7156



 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :        80.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              14.1

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           7.37

 BOARD DRAG =             159.

 FIN DRAG   =              51.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            96.

 BOARD LIFT =             127.

 FIN LIFT =              1272.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       61.

 TOTAL DRAG =             306.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1338.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        307.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1338.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   236.

 BETA =                    32.5

 TRIM ANGLE =               3.0

 FIN Cd =           .0253

 FIN Cl =           .6249



 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :        85.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              15.0

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           6.56

 BOARD DRAG =             169.

 FIN DRAG   =              50.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            96.

 BOARD LIFT =             128.

 FIN LIFT =              1284.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       62.

 TOTAL DRAG =             315.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1350.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        316.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1350.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   238.

 BETA =                    32.8

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.7

 FIN Cd =           .0215

 FIN Cl =           .5559



 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :        90.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              15.7

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           5.89

 BOARD DRAG =             179.

 FIN DRAG   =              47.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            95.

 BOARD LIFT =             126.

 FIN LIFT =              1264.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       62.

 TOTAL DRAG =             321.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1329.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        322.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1329.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   234.

 BETA =                    33.2

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.5

 FIN Cd =           .0187

 FIN Cl =           .4991

 



ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :        95.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              16.2

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           5.32

 BOARD DRAG =             186.

 FIN DRAG   =              45.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            91.

 BOARD LIFT =             122.

 FIN LIFT =              1218.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       61.

 TOTAL DRAG =             322.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1279.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        322.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1279.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   226.

 BETA =                    33.7

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.4

 FIN Cd =           .0165

 FIN Cl =           .4506



 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       100.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              16.6

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           4.81

 BOARD DRAG =             192.

 FIN DRAG   =              42.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            85.

 BOARD LIFT =             115.

 FIN LIFT =              1145.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       58.

 TOTAL DRAG =             318.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1201.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        319.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1201.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   212.

 BETA =                    34.5

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.4

 FIN Cd =           .0148

 FIN Cl =           .4078

 



ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       105.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              16.7

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           4.35

 BOARD DRAG =             195.

 FIN DRAG   =              38.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            77.

 BOARD LIFT =             105.

 FIN LIFT =              1051.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       55.

 TOTAL DRAG =             310.

 TOTAL LIFT =            1101.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        311.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =       1102.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   194.

 BETA =                    35.3

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.4

 FIN Cd =           .0134

 FIN Cl =           .3685

 



ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       110.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              16.6

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           3.92

 BOARD DRAG =             196.

 FIN DRAG   =              34.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            68.

 BOARD LIFT =              94.

 FIN LIFT =               938.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       50.

 TOTAL DRAG =             298.

 TOTAL LIFT =             982.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        299.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =        982.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   173.

 BETA =                    36.5

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.5

 FIN Cd =           .0122

 FIN Cl =           .3326



 ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       115.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              16.3

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           3.51

 BOARD DRAG =             193.

 FIN DRAG   =              30.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            58.

 BOARD LIFT =              81.

 FIN LIFT =               809.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       45.

 TOTAL DRAG =             282.

 TOTAL LIFT =             844.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        282.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =        844.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   149.

 BETA =                    38.0

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.6

 FIN Cd =           .0111

 FIN Cl =           .2976

 



ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       120.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              15.7

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           3.11

 BOARD DRAG =             188.

 FIN DRAG   =              26.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            47.

 BOARD LIFT =              67.

 FIN LIFT =               666.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       40.

 TOTAL DRAG =             261.

 TOTAL LIFT =             693.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        262.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =        694.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =   122.

 BETA =                    40.2

 TRIM ANGLE =               2.9

 FIN Cd =           .0103

 FIN Cl =           .2636

 



ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       125.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =              14.8

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           2.71

 BOARD DRAG =             181.

 FIN DRAG   =              21.

 WINDAGE DRAG =            35.

 BOARD LIFT =              51.

 FIN LIFT =               513.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       33.

 TOTAL DRAG =             237.

 TOTAL LIFT =             531.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        238.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =        532.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =    94.

 BETA =                    43.6

 TRIM ANGLE =               3.3

 FIN Cd =           .0095

 FIN Cl =           .2297

 



ASSUMED VALUES

 SAIL Cl :              1.50

 SAIL Cd :               .54

 SAIL AREA :            4.0

 TRUE WINDSPEED :      10.3

 COURSE ANGLE :       130.

 RIG HEEL :            10.0

 WINDAGE AREA :          .65

 WINDAGE Cd :            .80

 WETTED LENGTH :        1.0

 MEAN BEAM :             .40

 ALL UP WEIGHT :     1000.0

 FIN AREA :              .020

 FIN AR :               6.800

 CALCULATED VALUES 

 BOARDSPEED =               8.0

 LEEWAY ANGLE =           2.35

 BOARD DRAG =             209.

 FIN DRAG   =               6.

 WINDAGE DRAG =             4.

 BOARD LIFT =              13.

 FIN LIFT =               131.

 WINDAGE SIDEFORCE =       20.

 TOTAL DRAG =             218.

 TOTAL LIFT =             124.

 SAIL FWD. FORCE =        219.

 SAIL SIDE FORCE =        124.

 SAIL VERT LIFT FORCE =    22.

 BETA =                    79.8

 TRIM ANGLE =               9.6

 FIN Cd =           .0089

 FIN Cl =           .1991





Appendix E



PALISUPAN Input File for 'Blade1'
 

   0  1  0
    0.0 0.0 0.0
    0.0 0.0 1.0
    0.0 0.0 1.0
    0.0 0.0 0.0
    0.0 0.0 0.0
    15.7
    1 1 1
    0.0 0.0 0.0
    0.0 0.0 0.0
    1.0 0.0 0.0
    26 17 10 -1
    25 10
    4 0 1 0
    0.022 0.0 0.0
    0.0 0.0 0.0
    0.01 0.01 0.01
    0.0 0.0 5.0

 19
8.1 0.000 0.0
7.0 0.184 0.0
6.0 0.279 0.0
5.0 0.368 0.0
4.0 0.425 0.0
3.0 0.451 0.0
2.0 0.419 0.0
1.0 0.318 0.0
0.2 0.184 0.0
0.0 0.000 0.0
0.2 -0.184 0.0
1.0 -0.318 0.0
2.0 -0.419 0.0
3.0 -0.451 0.0
4.0 -0.425 0.0
5.0 -0.368 0.0
6.0 -0.279 0.0
7.0 -0.184 0.0
8.1 0.000 0.0

19
8.8 0.000 4.0
7.8 0.171 4.0
6.8 0.292 4.0
5.8 0.368 4.0
4.8 0.425 4.0
3.8 0.457 4.0
2.8 0.432 4.0
1.8 0.330 4.0
1.0 0.171 4.0
0.8 0.000 4.0
1.0 -0.171 4.0
1.8 -0.330 4.0
2.8 -0.432 4.0



3.8 -0.457 4.0
4.8 -0.425 4.0
5.8 -0.368 4.0
6.8 -0.292 4.0
7.8 -0.171 4.0
8.8 0.000 4.0

19
9.4 0.000 8.0
8.7 0.152 8.0
7.7 0.260 8.0
6.7 0.349 8.0
5.7 0.413 8.0
4.7 0.451 8.0
3.7 0.425 8.0
2.7 0.330 8.0
1.9 0.159 8.0
1.7 0.000 8.0
1.9 -0.159 8.0
2.7 -0.330 8.0
3.7 -0.425 8.0
4.7 -0.451 8.0
5.7 -0.413 8.0
6.7 -0.349 8.0
7.7 -0.260 8.0
8.7 -0.152 8.0
9.4 0.000 8.0

17
9.9 0.000 12.0
8.6 0.203 12.0
7.6 0.305 12.0
6.6 0.375 12.0
5.6 0.419 12.0
4.6 0.419 12.0
3.6 0.324 12.0
2.9 0.152 12.0
2.7 0.000 12.0
2.9 -0.152 12.0
3.6 -0.324 12.0
4.6 -0.419 12.0
5.6 -0.419 12.0
6.6 -0.375 12.0
7.6 -0.305 12.0
8.6 -0.203 12.0
9.9 0.000 12.0

17
10.1 0.000 16.0
9.6 0.114 16.0
8.6 0.229 16.0
7.6 0.324 16.0
6.6 0.381 16.0
5.6 0.381 16.0
4.6 0.311 16.0
3.8 0.178 16.0
3.6 0.000 16.0
3.8 -0.178 16.0



4.6 -0.311 16.0
5.6 -0.381 16.0
6.6 -0.381 16.0
7.6 -0.324 16.0
8.6 -0.229 16.0
9.6 -0.114 16.0
10.1 0.000 16.0

15
10.3 0.000 20.0
9.8 0.083 20.0
8.8 0.203 20.0
7.8 0.286 20.0
6.8 0.318 20.0
5.8 0.273 20.0
5.0 0.165 20.0
4.8 0.000 20.0
5.0 -0.165 20.0
5.8 -0.273 20.0
6.8 -0.318 20.0
7.8 -0.286 20.0
8.8 -0.203 20.0
9.8 -0.083 20.0
10.3 0.000 20.0

17
9.6 0.000 24.0
9.2 0.089 24.0
8.7 0.140 24.0
8.2 0.165 24.0
7.7 0.178 24.0
7.2 0.184 24.0
6.7 0.152 24.0
6.4 0.089 24.0
6.2 0.000 24.0
6.4 -0.089 24.0
6.7 -0.152 24.0
7.2 -0.184 24.0
7.7 -0.178 24.0
8.2 -0.165 24.0
8.7 -0.140 24.0
9.2 -0.089 24.0
9.6 0.000 24.0

9
8.7 0.000 26.0
8.5 0.070 26.0
8.0 0.076 26.0
7.7 0.064 26.0
7.5 0.000 26.0
7.7 -0.064 26.0
8.0 -0.076 26.0
8.5 -0.070 26.0
8.7 0.000 26.0

4
8.1 0.0     0.0



11.1 0.0     0.0
14.3 0.0     0.0
17.3 0.0     0.0

4
8.8 0.0     4.0
11.8 0.0     4.0
14.8 0.0     4.0
17.8 0.0     4.0

4
9.4 0.0     8.0
12.4 0.0     8.0
15.4 0.0     8.0
18.4 0.0     8.0

4
9.9 0.0     12.0
12.9 0.0     12.0
15.9 0.0     12.0
18.9 0.0     12.0

4
10.1 0.0     16.0
13.1 0.0     16.0
16.1 0.0     16.0
19.1 0.0     16.0

4
10.3 0.0     20.0
13.3 0.0     20.0
16.3 0.0     20.0
19.3 0.0     20.0

4
9.6 0.0     24.0
12.6 0.0     24.0
15.6 0.0     24.0
18.6 0.0     24.0

4
8.7 0.0     26.0
11.7 0.0     26.0
14.7 0.0     26.0
17.7 0.0     26.0
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Appendix H



(a) Lamont Tank



















(b) S.I.H.E. Tank 
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Appendix J



PROGRAM   ELLIPSE1.FOR

C   CONSTRUCTS DATA POINTS FOR AN ELLIPTICALLY LOADED FIN

C   GIVEN AREA,LENGTH AND ANGLE OF SWEEP

      REAL Z,PI,AREA,B,A,X1,X2,C,XC,YC,GAM,S

      INTEGER Q,N

      DIMENSION PY(19),PX(19),TE(10),WZ(10)

      DATA PX /0.0,0.5,1.25,2.5,5.0,7.5,10.,15.,20.,25.,30.,

     *40.,50.,60.,70.,80.,90.,95.,100./

      OPEN(1,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\FORTRAN\FOIL1.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

      OPEN(2,FILE='F:\USERS\LEIGH\FORTRAN\ELLIPSE.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

      PI=3.141592654

      DO 10 Q=1,19

      READ(1,*) PY(Q)

   10 WRITE(*,*) PY(Q)

      READ(1,*) AREA,B,GAM

      GAM=(GAM/360)*2*PI

      A=(AREA*2)/(PI*B)

      S=B*TAN(GAM)

      DO 100 N=0,9

      Z=(N/9.1)*B

      WRITE(2,*) '37'

      X1=A-(A*((1.-((Z/B)**2.))**0.5))

      X1=X1+(S*(Z/B))

      X2=A+(A*((1.-((Z/B)**2.))**0.5))

      X2=X2+(S*(Z/B))

      TE(N+1)=X2

      WZ(N+1)=Z

      C=X2-X1

      DO 30 Q=19,1,-1

      XC=X1+((PX(Q)*C)/100.)

      YC=(PY(Q)*C)/100.

   30 WRITE(2,40) XC,YC,Z

   40 FORMAT(3F10.5)

      DO 50 Q=2,19

      XC=X1+((PX(Q)*C)/100.)



      YC=((PY(Q)*C)/100.)*(-1)

   50 WRITE(2,60) XC,YC,Z

   60 FORMAT(3F10.5)

  100 CONTINUE

      DO 150 N=1,10

      WRITE(2,*) '4'

      DO 150 Q=0,3

  150 WRITE(2,170) TE(N)+(Q*0.04),WZ(N)

  170 FORMAT(F10.5,'   .0',F10.5)

      CLOSE(1)

      CLOSE(2)

      STOP

      END




